Early Learning Guided Tours
3rd Grade

Connect with science and nature at The Bishop!

3rd grade tours focus on concepts aligned to Next Generation Sunshine State Standards. Students will explore each topic through guided activities in the new Mosaic Backyard Universe, classrooms, and related exhibits, including The Parker Manatee Rehabilitation Habitat and/or The Planetarium. Teachers may choose from 4 available options:

**Connections: People and Places**
*Key Concepts:* How does the environment impact where/how people live? How can we learn about people in the past?
*Includes:* Visits to the Manatee Habitat and The Planetarium.

**Earth & Space Science: Glowing Globes**
*Key Concepts:* What is a star/the Sun? What kind of energy comes from the Sun/stars? How do we see and learn about stars?
*Includes:* Visit to The Planetarium.

**Life Science: Growing Up Green**
*Key Concepts:* What structures do plants have, and what are their roles? What are the major plant groups?
*Includes:* Visit to the Manatee Habitat.

**Physical Science: Light It Up!**
*Key Concepts:* What is light? Where does light come from? How does light move and change?
*Includes:* Visit to The Planetarium.

Each topic shown above represents a stand-alone tour. Tour topics and locations cannot be combined or exchanged. We recommend the Planetarium shows “Journey to the Stars” or “Passport to the Universe” for this age group.